
realism and to ask, along with Thoreau, ‘‘What is that other kind of life
to which I am thus continually allured?’’ (p. 43).

Nathan Wolff

Tufts University

Anna Neill , Primitive Minds: Evolution and
Spiritual Experience in the Victorian Novel. Columbus: Ohio State Uni-
versity Press, 2013. Pp. x þ 246. $59.95.

Anna Neill’s Primitive Minds: Evolution and Spir-
itual Experience in the Victorian Novel works at the border of two fairly
distinct bodies of nineteenth-century scholarship. Neill initially
frames the book in terms of religion, the secular, and evolutionary
science. Its main premise is that theories of evolutionary ‘‘regression’’
(that ‘‘higher-order’’ thinkers could revert through climate, cultural
degeneracy, or disease to a more ‘‘primitive’’ stage of cognitive devel-
opment) found some surprising uses beyond imperialist and eugen-
icist ideologies. Namely, as Neill argues in the book’s introduction,
such states of degeneration or ‘‘dissolution’’ became a way to explain
the physiological causes of mysticism, superstition, and experiences
of the preternatural, from ‘‘dreamy’’ states like reverie, intuition, or
foreboding to precognition and telepathic communication. For
some, this proved that such experiences were the illusions of unen-
lightened minds. For others, those ‘‘lower-order’’ experiences had
real value, at the very least offering ‘‘glimpses into regions of the mind
unfettered by ordinary nervous constraints’’ (p. 23). The endurance
of the ‘‘primitive mind’’ became an occasion for Victorian spiritualists
to make materialist science accommodate a range of experiences it
had otherwise pushed out of bounds.

One way to read Neill’s book, then, is as a story about how evo-
lutionary science came to accommodate spiritualism. But another way
of reading it is as a story about how those spiritual desires—the urge
to preserve or recover modes of enchantment—gave Victorian writers
significant investments in nonnormative models of the mind. Neill
frames the book this way early on, when she declares that her interest
is in moments ‘‘when the world-organizing narrative mind within the
realist text malfunctions’’ (p. 3). This second framing, which empha-
sizes what are perhaps the book’s more substantial contributions to
nineteenth-century studies, makes it an important addition to an
increasingly rich body of scholarship on the interactions between
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philosophical, psychological, neuroscientific, and literary treatments
of the mind. Primitive Minds could thus be classed as a ‘‘scientific
approach’’ to literature, but it remains firmly historicist and carefully
attentive to the ways that scientific theories interact with literary form.
In particular, for Neill, the revaluation of ‘‘primitive’’ minds allowed
Victorian novelists to experiment with forms of narration that resist or
undermine the very epistemology for which ‘‘novelistic realism’’ often
serves as a shorthand: the most interesting moments in many novels
are those that make realism itself ‘‘malfunction.’’

Each of Neill’s chapters examines the way that a particular theory
of pathology illuminates a narrative practice. The first, ‘‘Charlotte
Brontë’s Hypochondriacal Heroines,’’ focuses on hypochondria as
a diagnosis that typically stopped short of outright delusion, but en-
tailed lesser forms of ‘‘diminished mental discipline’’ like reverie or
suggestibility (p. 41). Brontë’s most famous narrators, Jane Eyre and
Villette’s Lucy Snow, display such symptoms in experiences like hallu-
cination, déjà vu, or most famously Jane’s feeling of telepathic com-
munication with Rochester. Both heroines waver between
interpreting these experiences as symptoms of nervous disorder—
requiring intervention by the male medical establishment or by rig-
orous self-discipline—and as empowering moments of special insight.
Ultimately, Neill argues, Brontë vindicates hypochondriac narration
and renders it a site of feminine resistance, a form of psychological
truancy that ‘‘releases her heroines from the patriarchal structures
with which mental science is often complicit’’ (p. 55). Of course,
whether Jane and Lucy are finally ‘‘released’’ from patriarchal struc-
tures remains fraught: as Neill acknowledges, they both remain
deeply marked by a sense of developmental inferiority and aspire to
precisely the forms of self-disciplined thinking for which ‘‘realism’’
and ‘‘Bildung’’ have served as names. Their ‘‘release’’ seems to be
their commitment to various refusals: Jane’s refusal to clarify whether
her communication-at-a-distance with Rochester was telepathy or
a flight of fancy; or Lucy Snow’s repeated omissions of facts and
denial of narrative closure, which appear as a resistance to a diagnostic
gaze. Neill thus maps out a tension in the novels between celebrating
cognitive difference and diagnosing pathologies to be disciplined and
contained.

Chapter 2, ‘‘Spirits and Seizures in Bleak House and Our Mutual
Friend,’’ follows that problematic as it emerges in some of Charles Dick-
ens’s more interesting and expansive moments of free indirect
discourse. The chapter’s medical point of reference is epileptic
seizure, which Dickens may have experienced and which became
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a paradigmatic example of mental ‘‘dissolution’’: a regressive state
marked by self-loss and expanded perspective. Neill links those traits
to what G. H. Lewes called the ‘‘hallucinatory’’ quality of Dickens’s
prose and to his distinctive use of free indirect discourse to ‘‘discover
the broad web of connections or the forces of disintegration that
escape ordinary sense perception’’ (p. 91). The net effect of the
chapter is to highlight Dickens’s interest in narrative forms that
emerge from unauthorized or pathologized forms of mind.

Dickens’s commitment to alternative forms of mind is especially
clear as it becomes opposed to George Eliot’s vexed relationship to
pathology. The premise of chapter 3, ‘‘Suspended Animation and
Second Sight: Daniel Deronda and Silas Marner,’’ is that whereas Dick-
ens narrates through ‘‘nervous subjects,’’ Eliot’s narration is marked
by its commitment to ‘‘higher-order thinkers’’ and its aspirations to
the scientific description of complex systems (p. 91). The problem,
Neill argues, is that aspiring to this synthesizing objectivity risks
becoming so overly detailed as to revert to a state of cataleptic sensory
overload—in Neill’s wonderful phrasing, it risks being ‘‘silenced by
the too-intricate threads of connection that it cannot ever make fully
visible’’ (p. 107). In other words, where Dickens is quite happy to find
his expansive social vision in moments of mental ‘‘dissolution,’’ Eliot’s
narrators seem quite worried about that possibility. Were that the
case, Neill suggests, they might most closely resemble characters like
Gwendolen Harleth or Silas Marner, whose expansive or strangely
potent visions narrow the gap between scientific objectivity, mystical
prophecy, and cataleptic insensibility (p. 118).

Chapter 4, ‘‘Dreamy Intuition and Detective Genius: Ezra Jen-
nings and Sherlock Holmes,’’ similarly suggests that ‘‘primitive think-
ing’’ might be the uncanny double of scientific rationality, as
degenerate or pathological thinking becomes explicitly aligned with
(rather than subjected to) the regulatory work of policing. Both Wilkie
Collins and Arthur Conan Doyle suggest that the rational detective
must have recourse to ‘‘lower-order’’ cerebration, which retains powers
inaccessible to higher-order thinkers. In The Moonstone the point of
reference is Ezra Jennings’s mesmerism; in The Hound of the Baskervilles
it is Sherlock Holmes’s own degeneracy, addiction, and penchant for
intuitive thinking that make him an atavism of sorts—a fact under-
scored, strikingly, by Dr. Mortimer’s insistence that Holmes’s skull
bears a closer resemblance to Neolithic than modern humans.

The fifth and final chapter, ‘‘The End of the Novel: Naturalism
and Reverie in Tess of the d’Urbervilles and The Return of the Native,’’
reworks a familiar theme (Thomas Hardy’s twin passions for
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disenchanted naturalism and nostalgic atavism) in light of the disen-
chanted spirituality of the primitive mind. When Neill writes that the
narrator of The Return of the Native is ‘‘torn between evolutionary aware-
ness and a susceptibility to reverie’’ (p. 162), she seems to refer not to the
specific condition of the nerves detailed in earlier chapters, but to some-
thing perhaps closer to what Charles Darwin described, in The Voyage of
the Beagle, as the ‘‘stupefied’’ state induced by a recognition of an evolu-
tionary timescale. For Hardy, superstitious or preternatural indulgences
‘‘temporarily liberate the characters from the painful conditions of their
lives,’’ but remain fully continuous with materialism and determinism
(p. 165). If their solace thus seems illusory, it is nevertheless a solace that
Hardy seems to have found compelling: Neill suggests that he turns to
poetry for ‘‘a little primitive hope against the gloom of fiction’s modern
facts’’ (p. 180).

The book concludes with a brief glance to Antonio Damasio’s
‘‘layered’’ theory of consciousness, in which Neill provocatively sug-
gests that Victorian novels might ‘‘challenge Damasio’s implicit link-
ing of mental health with a deep grasp of reality’’ (p. 182). This is an
important point, as that assumption is widespread in neurobiological
accounts of mind. It also highlights the contribution Neill has made
to the history of disability. Primitive Minds is not written from within
disability studies, to be sure: its vocabulary is that of the medical
model it historicizes. Some moments may even be susceptible to the
critique that they reduce atypical minds to interesting literary forms
or spiritual metaphors, to be observed by those who inhabit a position
of normalcy. I would argue, however, that Neill demonstrates that
even novels written under the influence of the emerging medical
model tended to challenge that model’s assumptions. Above all, Neill
demonstrates how thoroughly the concept of cognitive ‘‘malfunction’’
influenced the realist novel’s shape. Primitive Minds should therefore
be illuminating for anyone interested in the history of science and
medicine, novelistic representations of mind, or the more general
relation between realist narrative and disciplinary regimes. It also
offers a fascinating prehistory of the ‘‘God gene’’ argument and other
natural histories of religion currently emerging from cognitive psy-
chology. For that reason it is also a real contribution to the study of
the secular and its discontents, and should be of great interest to
those looking either for how Victorian writers explained religion away
or for the spaces of enchantment that endured.

John Savarese

University of Waterloo
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